
Once again we find hospital management is intimating and disciplining Nurses 
regarding overtime, NRP and NMP.  This is not a new practice and it waxes and 
wanes over time 
 
1.  All Nurses who are working in the patient care record and not clocked in can be      
subject to immediate termination if the hospital chooses to exercise that option.  
2.  You place yourself in jeopardy, because you are falsifying your timecard and the 
hospital in liability.     
3.  The hospital cannot ask you to change what you have documented on the edit 
sheet if it is correct. 
4.   The hospital cannot refuse to pay the overtime. 

 
So below are suggestions on how to justify your OT, NRP or NMP to your 
manager.  Just know your manager is also getting pressure from the 
Executive Management Team and is probably also frustrated. 
 

1. Let the Lead Nurse know you will have OT/NRP/NMP in case there is 
anything she can do to assist you. 

2. Most likely the Lead will not be able to alleviate the problem and is also 
overwhelmed. 

3. Text or e-mail your manager and let them know so they can have the 
opportunity to remedy the problem. 

4. Keep a copy of the e-mail or text for your records. 
5. Record you OT, NRP, NMP on your edit sheet and state why you had the 

problem, be specific.  Ex. Heavy assignment, short staffed, no Resource Nurse, 
no Lead, short Care Partners, had to toilet all patients, patient need pain 
meds unable to give report on time, if you are a seasoned Nurse you may 
have had to help the new Nurses with issues and questions, etc. , etc.  

6. Make a copy of your edit sheet for your records. 
7. Be aware that the hospital only has to offer you the chance to get lunch and 

breaks and if you choose not to go then you cannot claim an NRP/NMP.  The 
hospital has done their due diligence.  If you are unable to go at that time tell 
the Lead why or switch with another nurse.  Be sure to also document that on 
your edit sheet. 

8. If your peers are off the clock charting let them know that it is better if you 
all remain on the clock.  That way the manager will see you had a bad shift 
and everyone is running late.   

9. Lead and Resource Nurses need to remember to adhere to Title 22 
regulations.  You can only cover one nurse’s assignment at a time, so don’t 
have 2 nurses off the unit at the same time. 

10. If there is OT, NRP or NMP and the Lead cannot fix it please text your 
manager and if needed call the house supervisor.  Give management the 
opportunity to address the issue.  If they cannot fix it than document and 
keep records. 



11. If you feel intimidated or harassed please either e-mail or call SNA.  We are 
very aware of what is happening but in order to deal with this it helps to 
have examples, feedback and whatever information you can give us. 
 

Thank you the SNA Board 
 
 


